Pittsfield Village Condominiums
Crawl Space Encapsulation Specification
Preparation: 
	Debris must be removed and regrading done to create smooth-even mound without dips or edges.

Vent should be closed permanently fitted with ¾” pressure treated plywood panel flush with the inside of wall or new concrete masonry unit.
Piping or wiring along walls should be supported and fastened securely to the wall.
	Air seal foundations stem wall penetrations, mating surfaces at the top and bottom of the band joist with weather-resistant caulk.
Note: The owner may want to at this time install a 4” perforated drain tile system to be used in the future to connect to an active or passive sub-membrane depressurization radon control system. 
Wall Membrane
	Material must be 6 mil, fiberglass- reinforced wall vapor retarder 
	Attach to foundation stem wall using Hilti X-GN 20MX or equivalent fasteners driven through Hilti 23MM GX 100 or equivalent washers. This combination shall be installed in a single row within 4” of the top edge.

Overlap seams must be at least 2” and sealed with Nail Power, 4” wide VaporBond TVB-4, fiberglass mesh tape embedded in mastic, or equivalent construction adhesive.  
	Material will be extended 12” horizontally onto the crawl space floor. 
	Attach wall membrane to central pier at least 4” above the crawl space floor. Overlap the seam at least 2”.

	Floor Membrane

	Minimum 8 mil thick, fiberglass reinforced polyethylene vapor retarder, covering 100% of floor. 

Floor membrane will be laid on top of wall vapor material.
Overlap seams by a minimum of 6” using the same material being used for the wall membrane.
	Secure the ground vapor to the floor using 6” galvanized spikes or turf staples. At least one spike or staple shall be placed within 2’ of each corner in the foundation stem wall. 


	Perimeter Wall Insulation

	Minimum R-13 Dow Thermax insulation or equivalent will be used on foundation stem wall in contact with the wall vapor retarder.
	Secure insulation to stem wall with Hilti X-IE 6-50-DI52 type fasteners or equivalent.
	Seal seams in the insulation with foil tape.
	Ensure there is a 3” gap between the insulation and the top of the stem wall, along with the interior grade of the crawl space. 
	The band joist area will be insulated with friction-fit pieces of R-19 unfaced batt insulation.  Install without voids,gaps, or compression. R19 foamed insulation may be used in lieu of the bat insulation. 


	Conditioned Air and Access Doors

	Joints between metal sections of ducts shall be air sealed with tapes, mastics, gaskets or other approved methods complying with E3 Energy’s ENERGY STAR program requirements. 
	The 6”x8” air duct shall remain open to supply code required conditioned air to the crawl space.

The slatted access doors to the crawl space shall remain uncovered or unobstructed.

	Make Up and Combustion Air

	If the water heater and furnace units are not converted to high efficiency units a contractor should be contacted to make necessary space measurements and calculations to ensure that adequate combustion and make-up air is available to prevent back drafting and entry of carbon monoxide into the living space. 




